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Where do meet girl?
August 7, 2020 | 1 upvotes | by empatheticapathetic

It's time to start meeting girls. I've stewed in an apathetic spew for too long and become pessimistic and
bitter about life trying to accept the fact i don't need any female interaction and it's fucking me up.
Been on all the dating apps. Zero matches, zero responses. Changed sims, done all the tricks.
I'm pretty fit. Got a job, hobbies, friends, all that bullshit. I have zero free time for anything that has no
productive utilisation.
Something about me turns people, mainly women, off. I don't know what it is; i've spent my life trying to
figure out what it is, stopped caring, then ran back into the same problem in a continuous loop.
Where do people actually meet girls and start shit moving? The only option in my mind right now is a
nearly 40 socially retarded women i used to work with years ago.
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Comments

los69edalyssa1 points 7 August, 2020 10:55 PM [recovered] 

Your pictures are probably trash on online dating. Go out, take nice quality photos, and keep your bio short and
to the point. No emoji bullshit

empatheticapathetic[S] • 1 point • 7 August, 2020 11:00 PM 

I can't imagine how much better my pictures could be tbh. Bio is 1 line and sorta sexual.

IdleLobster • 4 points • 8 August, 2020 02:38 AM 

Post your profile pics and bio here and we can critique it for you if you want (in a constructive way - not
a trolling way).... many guys don’t actually realize how shitty their dating profile is compared to what is
out there

FinancialThanks1 • 3 points • 7 August, 2020 10:54 PM 

Fuck the shit out of her

empatheticapathetic[S] • 1 point • 7 August, 2020 11:15 PM 

Cool. Pretty happy i got the option tbh.

RedDeAngelo • 1 point • 7 August, 2020 11:17 PM 

outside, daygame

empatheticapathetic[S] • 0 points • 7 August, 2020 11:21 PM 

Can you give an example of daygame that you have done?

RedDeAngelo • 1 point • 7 August, 2020 11:29 PM 

I talked to a girl in the supermarket, just commented on what was in her cart, complimented her taste in
tagliatelle. And took it from there.

empatheticapathetic[S] • 2 points • 7 August, 2020 11:31 PM 

Cool, i'll keep an eye out for opportunities like that. Do you have any other examples of daygame
you've tried? Struggling for ideas.

Niocs • 1 point • 11 August, 2020 10:54 AM 

cold approaching in general

empatheticapathetic[S] • 1 point • 11 August, 2020 11:04 AM 

I don’t think I can pull this off or know where to. Had bad experiences with it in the past.
Kinda need some plausible deniability to open people. Supermarket was a good one.

seanconneryfan_1 points 30 October, 2020 06:01 AM* [recovered] 

just stumbled on this post. you want to know what supposedly turns women off about you?
this:
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Something about me turns people, mainly women, off. I don't know what it is; i've spent my life trying to
figure out what it is, stopped caring, then ran back into the same problem in a continuous loop.

i'm about to be harsh but it's for your benefit. your question implies that you think you're *entitled *to pussy. just
by existing, you do not deserve girls. by showing this insecurity of entitlement, it actually is evidence to why
you're not getting girls to respond well. what do you offer them? do you make them laugh? are you fit? are you a
social butterfly? it's gotta be something.

you're being your own worst enemy. you are not unique or special with your problems, this is actually good for
you. now, you just take it stupid simple on relations with women. my guess is that you're not offering enough in
the situation and hiding behind "being alpha". you'll figure it out if you kill your fuckin ego (quite the annoyance
Ego can be, huh), swallow your pride, and enjoy interacting with other human beings.

empatheticapathetic[S] • 1 point • 30 October, 2020 09:45 AM 

I don’t think I’m entitled to shit. I have a personality that at this point wins dudes over fairly quickly but
really doesn’t work for women.

Is the solution to be a dancing monkey for women? Because that hasn’t ever really been a successful strategy
for me. They tend to show more disrespect. At least if I’m just me they aren’t so quick to disrespect but they
just don’t really have any interest.

seanconneryfan_1 points 30 October, 2020 06:28 PM* [recovered] 

look, this might be hard to swallow and for myself it was even harder to accept this than the original "red
pill". you win dudes over quickly because we don't really give a fuck about our friends' societal placing.
"oh, you like beer? me too, let's be friends!"

women on the other hand care much more about societal placing/value. there isn't some mystery thing
you're doing that is turning them off. the reason it seems to be a mystery is because you're ego-protecting
yourself from reality. so, whats the solution? increase your value. lift, get a bold haircut, make
inappropriate jokes, do stuff that would them say "wow this guy is fun".

the dancing monkey argument you make is a dangerous one, especially given that you aren't experiencing
the success you want with women. that's just a rationalization to prevent yourself from putting yourself
out there and doing something worth a damn. would you rather be too cool for school and get no pussy or
put some effort and get pussy?

empatheticapathetic[S] • 1 point • 30 October, 2020 06:54 PM 

The majority of women hate jokes coming from me. I’m funny as hell, probably the thing I’m most
confident about myself. Most women have no interest, they just get ‘offended’.

I don’t care about status at all or playing the status game so i agree that’s likely a major factor.

I’m much happier not being a dancing monkey even if I get no pussy. It has never ever worked out
for me anyway so it’s not really an issue.

Looking at your original comment you say I’m not offering enough and hiding behind my ego. What
is the solution? If it’s just taking part in the status game and being the dancing monkey then honestly
I couldn’t give a fuck. There’s enough to enjoy in life without it.

Thanks for your input.
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